Various 
for all cosets oo of the fundamental sequence of subgroups ÍG j. Using [3] , it is easy to check that each of the following consequences of the Ap con- (ii) Given a measurable set E and a coset co with p(E n co) < £ fi(<u), there exist positive constants C and S, independent of E and a>, such that p. (E n co) < Ce pv (co) where p. (F) = fpv(x)dp(x) fot any measurable set F.
(iii) Let Hf(x)= supx€J.li(ú))~lfjf(t)\dp(t)) tot any integrable/. Then if / £ LP(G), p > 1, and v(x) satisfies the Ap condition, there exists a constant Cp independent of / such that fc Hf(x)pv(x)dp(x) < Cpp J \f(x)\pdp(x),
It should be pointed out that the validity of these consequences depends upon the bounded subgroup structure of X.
Let S f(x) denote the zzth partial sum of the Vilenkin-Fourier series of n an integrable /, and let Mf(x) = sup \S /(x)|. We wish to show that if v(x) satisfies the Ap condition, p > 1, then / £ LP(G) implies fG Mf(x)pv(x)dp(x) < Cpp fG \f(x)\pv(x)dp(x) with C independent of/. (D fc (M*f(x))pv(x)dp.(x) < Cpp fG \f(x)\pv(x)dp(x).
For p > 1, let H fix) = sup^M-1 Jjf(t)\pdp(t)\ P = (zVjI/l^x))1^. To see that (2) implies (1), the reader is referred to [5] . 
